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WHO WE ARE
As a lifelong Clevelander, gamer and producer of international events in the videogame
world, I’ve witnessed firsthand how social videogaming brings inclusiveness, camaraderie,
and electrifying experiences to any group.
Gaming has provided a unique form of entertainment enjoyed by men and women, boys
and girls of all ages and backgrounds for 40 years. And gaming is truly the new American
pastime.
Games Done Legit’s software and hardware library span across decades of videogame
classics, with a venue and entertainment plan customized specifically for your event!
Chris Hatala
Event Director and Owner, Games Done Legit
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OUR EVENTS
We specialize in professional video gaming entertainment for your
corporate event, bar/bat mitzvah, school event, after prom, and weddings.

Check out our Pixels Videogaming Party from 2015.
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CORPORATE EVENTS
Your associates work 2,100 hours per year. They deserve three hours
of the most fun interactive experiences ever.
Are your guests tired of going to the same company events, year after year?
Experiencing the same team-building activities that don’t seem to resonate?
Game Done Legit’s mission is to create unique, interactive event experiences in a
way guests have never experienced before through:

TEAM BUILDING LIKE YOU’VE NEVER EXPERIENCED

Reinforce your event themes & company values in a fresh way.

THE PERFECT WAY TO BRING YOUR STAFF TOGETHER
Unite your teams through contests and tournaments.

VIDEOGAMES YOU ALL GREW UP WITH

Channel that inner joy through Arcade and Atari to Pinball and Xbox - even Virtual Reality.
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BAR / BAT MITZVAHS
Looking for the freshest bar/bat mitzvah celebration? Achieve “best parent
ever” status by treating your kids with the videogames they love.
Is your child tired from going to the same Bar and Bat Mitzvahs, year after year?
Are you also looking for something unique that will make your family’s celebration
stand out?
Games Done Legit’s creates unique, interactive Bar and Bat Mitzvahs your guests
have never experienced before, through:

GAMES YOUR KIDS LOVE

We channel inner joy through the video games and interactivity they can’t get enough of.

ENGAGEMENT

With a diverse lineup of games, we ensure all kids can have a fantastic, personalized
experience.

CUSTOMIZATION

You name the games, we make it happen.
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SCHOOL EVENTS
Videogames help kids’ learn exponentially! We guide kids on
interactive, hand-on learning adventures for the 21st century.
Are you looking for a fresh extracurricular activity that will enrich and reinforce your
students’ learning?
How will you make your after-prom or special event one to remember?
Turn students’ love of videogames into engagement and excitement by:

HAVING GAMING COMPETITIONS

Teens are naturally competitive, and a gaming event gives them the opportunity to
collaborate and challenge each other.

BUILDING NEW RELATIONSHIPS

Videogames gets different social groups mixing and mingling, and students build new
relationships as they crowd around monitors aiming for gaming glory! Everyone gets the
chance to shine..

“GAMIFYING” YOUR AFTER PROM
A gaming after-prom provides hours of engagement while keeping
teens safe.
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WEDDINGS
Use the videogames you love to shine the spotlight on your
relationship and enthrall your guests!
Looking for a fun and unique reception? If videogames have been an important part
of your life as much as ours, let’s “GAMIFY” to your reception!
Games Done Legit offers a decade of experience in designing gaming events that
build camaraderie, foster teamwork, and deliver unforgettable fun with:

NOSTALGIA

Channel that inner joy through Arcade and Atari to Pinball, Nintendo and SEGA – even Virtual
Reality.

ENGAGEMENT

Unite your guests through Bride vs Groom team contests!

CUSTOMIZATION

Make your favorite video and board games a part of your special day!
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GET IN TOUCH WITH US
Your name:

Phone number:

Comments:

SUBMIT
www.gamesdonelegit.com
(216) 505-0435
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